PLEASE PHOTOCOPY AND PASS TO YOUR FRIENDS AND CONTACTS

Dave Starbuck’s Revelation Tapes - Audio CD’s
Informative Audio CDs containing essential information on controversial subjects suppressed by the
mainstream media - Dave Starbuck is an investigative journalist, a meticulous researcher & a vibrant presenter
ORDERS CAN NOW BE PLACED ONLINE AND PAID BY BANK CARD AT www.revelationaudiovisual.com
Why produce Audio CD’s? Because it can take years to get books published and in most cases anything that contradicts the
official line, no matter how much evidence there is to support it, will simply not get printed & the information will be lost forever.

FREE “SHOCK TREATMENT” - 2 DVD SET TO ALL NEW CUSTOMERS
“ONCE YOUR LIFE HAS BEEN TOUCHED BY DAVE STARBUCK’S PROVABLE TRUTHS YOUR VIEW OF THE
WORLD WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AGAIN” - Note: This FREE 2 DVD set is automatically added to ALL orders
from New Customers and consists of “9/11 Loose Change - Second Edition” and “The Money Masters”.
For New Truth Seekers - This is a list of the top well evidenced & verifiable presentations covering
the important subjects and should be watched in the following order from top left to bottom right.
2 CD Set n Historical Can of Worms - In another cutting
edge exposure Dave Starbuck explains how Oliver Cromwell,
William III and Winston Churchill were the perpetrators of the
three greatest disasters in our history and why there is likely
to be perpetual war in the Middle East. 2 CD’s £10
4 CD Set n Bombshells For All - A most disturbing exposure
of the monetary system, communism, brainwashing, press
and book censorship, education control, freemasonry,
deliberately contrived wars, the hidden agenda behind the
‘New World Order’ and much more. Set of 4 CD’s. £15
4 CD Set n More Bombshells for All - A Study in Treason An explosive follow-up to the hugely popular work
‘Bombshells for All’. Topics covered include treasonous
activities of politicians and suppression of the truth about
who really controls governmental affairs, World War 2 and the
hidden agenda. A real shock to the system. 4 CD’s. £15
CD n In the Name of God - In another cutting edge exposure,
it is revealed how some of the greatest tragedies that have
befallen mankind, and are effective to this very day, have
been brought about through certain religious beliefs. £7
CD n The Two Greatest Swindles - In this outstanding
lecture, Dr Matthias Rath lays bare the nefarious activities of
the Church and the indulgence traders during the middle
ages. Making striking comparisons with what is happening
today in the sickness industry. A powerful expose. £10
2 CD Set n The Pharmaceutical Racket - A devastating
exposure of medical fraud suppressed cancer cures & more.
Shocking substantiated information. 2 CDs £7
CD n Dead Doctors Don't Lie This stunning recording of Dr
Joel Wallach BS, DVM, ND, Nobel prize Nominee, sold well in
the states, yet it has never been mentioned in the UK media.
possibly because he makes a very convincing case that most
illnesses and diseases are preventable and curable, and are
simply caused by vitamin or mineral deficiencies. £10
2 CD Set n Government Gangsters - Did Tony Blair order or
sanction the London bombings? Draw your own conclusions
after hearing this disturbing & cutting edge report 2 CD’s £10
2 CD Set n Global Crisis - Final Warning - Several important
themes are currently converging to create a 'tipping point'
beyond which there will be no return. These issues include
oil depletion, climate change, new energy systems, resource
collapse, financial meltdown and the UFO cover-up. Connect
the dots and see the bigger picture. 2 CD’s £10
CD n Hidden History Of World War Two - The truth behind
the propaganda. A veteran of World War Two who was in front
line intelligence tells it as it is. You will never let a family
member or anyone you know ever join the army after hearing
this remarkable talk from this amazing brave man. £10
CD n The Beast From Jekyll Island - A comprehensive
expose of the Federal Reserve scam and why most people
are in debt. Trust us, we're bankers, we wouldn't create
money out of this air - would we! £7

CD n Banish Cancer - Infamous Australian cancer expert
Elaine Hollingsworth (“Doctors Are Dangerous”) unmasking
the “TRUTH” about Big Pharma, asbestos, aspartame, burnt
food, polyunsaturated oils, toxic dentistry, sodium fluoride,
soy, sugar, refined carbohydrates, vaccinations, toothpaste,
passive smoking, cosmetics, household cleaners, alcohol,
aluminium, stress, excess weight, pollution, electro stress,
skin cancer cream & it’s side effects. Empowering. £10
CD n Deadlier Than The H Bomb - The terrifying truth about
mobile phones and microwaves. A real shocker. £7
2 CD Set n Tesla Technology - An extraordinary interview
with Mark DeMucha about the life and work of the brilliant
scientist and inventor Nikola Tesla whose inventions include
the alternating current, the induction motor and the Tesla coil.
Tesla also developed the ability to harness microwaves,
created both neon and fluorescent lights and was the first
person to ever take an X-ray photo. Enthralling. 2 CD’s £10
CD n Mind Control - Exposing the strategy to manipulate your
mind. Learn the techniques of mind control perpetrated by the
ruling classes that the general public are not allowed to
know. A powerful and informative presentation. £10
2 CD Set n Mega Bombshells for All - This is probably the
most sensational exposition of the highly dangerous world
crisis now engineered by certain so called responsible
leaders of nations. Warning! To some people the contents of
this 2 CD set could be disturbing or even alarming. £10
CD n Cocaine and the Vatican Connection - A former
mercenary, turned spiritual healer and adept in chi energy,
explains how and why he was paid £2,000 per week by the
Vatican as a bodyguard/minder to an infamous drug baron in
South America. All this and much more. An amazing talk. £10
3 CD Set n Lucifer’s Leaders: The Illuminati Agenda - A very
rare recording by Myron Fagan about the activities of the
Illuminati that prevail to this very day. Indeed this is probably
one of the most comprehensive exposures of this sinister
organisation available in the spoken word. 3 CD’s. £15
4 CD Set n The New World Order - This magnificent 1996
talk by Al Fast Thunder, a native American Indian Chief, has
all but been obliterated from the records, because of the
precise level of detail in it about the plans of the New World
Order & what they have in store for us. Chilling. 4 CD’s. £15
FREE POSTAGE & PACKING WORLDWIDE VIA AIR MAIL
Please make all cheques and postal orders
payable to D. Starbuck and send to:
Dept B, 52 Lancaster Ave. Aldridge, Walsall, WS9 8RQ, UK
or pay by Bank Card at www.revelationaudiovisual.com
or pay by PayPal to E Mail: dave.starbuck@btinternet.com

CD’s and DVD’s are Distributed Worldwide by Air Mail
within 24 hours of receipt of order at NO extra cost
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